




WELCOME TO SCARLET ROOMS

Or shall we say, welcome to a dazzling new world of luxury decor! Verde 

Salone is an inspiration for designing your spaces with extraordinary 

furniture. But it also transforms doors, walls, floors, furniture and any 

imaginable surface into a design possibility. May we present SKIN by 

Scarlet Splendour, where the beauty and strength of high-quality 

materials meets the drama of Scarlet Splendour to create breathtaking 

panels. 

From furniture that captivates to walls that narrate an artistic story, this 

new Scarlet Room combines fantastical forms. Invites you to turn your 

beautiful spaces and surfaces into a work of art with handcrafted 

furniture collection and customised panels from SKIN by Scarlet 

Splendour. 

As you stroll through the room, remember, we patiently await the 

opportunity to add drama to your amazing spaces too. 
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Description                                         Sofa

Dimension             Width 224 cm

CORONUM THREE
SEATER SOFA

COLLECTION    SNOW WHITE

Coronum Three Seater Sofa is covered with soft white sheepskin upholstery,
It has high gloss gold finished metal legs and arms Luxurious and chic.

                                                      Depth 90 cm

                                                                   Height 72 cm

Material                                               Metal, Foam, Plywood, Sheepskin  

Recommended Use                           In a residence, hotel or commercial space





FRONT VIEW 125 cmTOP VIEW 125 cm

This single seater is cast in pure brass and coated with protective lacquer. It is 

finished in high gloss

WOLK CHAIR

COLLECTION    WOLK 

Recommended Use       In a residence, hotel or commercial space

Description Console   Chair

Dimension    Width 122.5 cm

     Depth 97 cm

     Height 85 cm

Material    Brass  
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Our high-quality SKIN panels, crafted from brass, copper, and 

unique resin blends, among other materials, offer limitless 

possibilities to transform any space, including your living room, 

kitchen, bedroom, and bathroom.

Rich brass sheets and patented Scarlet Splendour techniques 

cleverly come together in every corner, dazzling with drama.
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163 cm
73 cm

Elie Cabinet Rouge is a grand elephant with a lovable brass head and a smart 

uniform with brass trims. It opens up as a sculptural cabinet.

MONSIEUR ELIE
ROUGE CABINET

COLLECTION    ANIMAGIC

Description Console                 Cabinet

Dimension                                 Width 163 cm

                                                   Depth 73 cm

                                                   Height 238 cm

Material                                      Plywood, Brass
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Recommended Use                  In a residence, hotel or commercial space





VERDE SALONE showcases much more than what meets the eye. 

SKIN by Scarlet Splendour is easy to install, comes with a distinctive 

and bold personality, and can be tailored to fit any surface of your 

choice. 

Every panel is meticulously handcrafted by highly skilled artisans, 

blending advanced technology with exquisite materials.
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